
 

 
  



 

 

Soul Resonance: 
Music for Meditation part 1-3 

 
- Tanpura & Voice (& surbahar) - 

 

 

vocals: Anandajay 
music: Raju & Anandajay 

arrangement & composition: Anandajay 
 

 

Cd 1. Dhyana raga: the Calling Sound of the Four Stages of Meditation, 67.40 min. 
(offers a soothing healing that helps you to meet oneness) 

 
Cd 2. Ananda raga: the Harmonizing Sound of Bliss, 66.14 min. 

(offers a soothing healing that brings your consciousness in harmony) 
 

Cd 3. Shanti Raga: the Calling Sound of Spiritual Love, 66.00 min. 
(offers a soothing healing that opens you for your deep love bearing intentions) 



 

 

What is a raga? 
 
The Sanskrit word raga literally means mood, atmosphere, feeling and pitch. Raga 
thus indicates a mood and pitch within which to sing. For example, there are 
special moods for pieces of music that suit morning, afternoon, evening or night 
and that suit certain emotional moods. The form of singing used in this Soul 
Resonance series, using different words, mantras and sounds, is related to 
traditional Indian classical music and especially to its more meditative dhrupad 
style. The prolonged holding and dwelling on a tone, syllable or word serves to 
allow both its emotional meaning and its effect to take place more deeply.  

The sounds of a human voice are always connected to emotions, so they can have 
a profound effect on your experience and on your memories, where all your past 
experiences are stored. The atmosphere, intonation and directness of the voice 
used here, is the result of an experience, flowing freely from the inside out, which 
carries the depth of authenticity, inspiration and naturalness.  

It is therefore important, when hearing the sounds, to feel again and again whether 
you are really allowing the sounds and what they touch within you, up to the point 
where, apart from what you know, they touch something essential in you. In any 
case, do not try to interpret what it brings about in you, but give it space to 
experience the inexplicable depths of yourself. 

A tanpura in a special setting (raga) is always used as background and musical 
accompaniment. There are several types of tanpuras, such as male, female, and 
bass tanpuras. Their sound is also determined by where they are made in India and 
by how many strings they have. Usually they have four strings, but there are also 



 

 

tanpuras with five or six strings. All these aspects influence the atmosphere that is 
interpreted by the tanpuras, with their subtle performance.  

When the sounds of the tanpura are used with eventually another instrument, such 
an instrumental raga acts mainly on the energetic dimension of your human 
experience. When the tanpura sounds are combined with a human voice, such a 
raga acts primarily on the soul-oriented dimension of your human experience. 
Thus, a raga primarily indicates an atmosphere of feeling and the intention is not 
to follow the sounds rhythmically, but to allow them to enter you in a receptive 
way and to do something with your sphere of presence.  

Soul Resonance 
 
The name Soul Resonance indicates that the sounds and vibrations of these ragas 
touch and resonate values of the soul, so that you can more easily be with them 
and feel them. The soul is an obscure thing to many because it is not tangibly 
identifiable. Vibration, intention and a refined open awareness to the depth of its 
feeling radiance, allow its values to become recognizable and experienceable in our 
feeling world. The ragas of this Soul Resonance series are therefore also excellent 
for use as in-depth musical meditations. The Dhyana raga brings you into the 
meditative consciousness of unity, the Shanti raga brings you into the meditative 
state of wholeness and the Ananda raga gives you a meditation that brings you 
home to the essence of joy. You can access them sitting or lying down, so that 
they can freely transmit their content and effect to you. 

  



 

 

Soul Resonance part 1: 
Dhyana raga - Oneness 

 
Free translation and meaning of the mantra Om Shanti 

 
Oh dear friend, loving essence, by admitting you to the seat of my humanity, I 

experience your blessings and feel carried in being with the greater whole. 
 
In this musical interpretation of the Light of Being Meditation, you are invited to 
enter, both through the sounds of the music and through Anandajay's use of the 
voice, into the four emotional realms of the meditation. The sounds then take you 
through the experience worlds of successively: the peace of your consciousness 
(phase 1), the touchability of your heart (phase 2), being carried in your humanity 
(phase 3) and feeling safe and secure in the wholeness of creation (phase 4).  

The sounds of the Shanti Om mantra 
 
The Shanti Om mantra conveys the message of all-encompassing peace. The 
sounds sh, a, n, t, i and e, a, u, o, m allow the vibrations of all the vowels, which 
correspond to all dimensions of your sensitivity, to address and open your vibrant 
presence in a fine-tuned way. In addition, the sh (sj) sound further helps you to 
become still and innerised, the n sound helps you to gather your inner feeling 
experience and connect it to your presence and the t sound and its energetic 
movement helps you to more easily give that inner feeling intention of peace the 
space to take place. Thus, the meaning of the Shanti Om mantra subtly supports 
the Light of Being meditation. 



 

 

Dhyana raga 
 
The Dhyana raga consists of music based on tanpura in the tone B, supplemented 
by sounds of the Indian surbahar (bass-sitar), to which is then added the voice of 
Anandajay to interpret the four meditation phases. The Indian surbahar produces 
deep, low tones and is usually used for the more meditative sides of the raga. As 
with singing, the tones of the surbahar are best just let in without trying to find a 
particular rhythm. Because precisely your deeper emotional dimensions, which 
also include your spiritual feelings, are less often addressed in functional life and 
therefore quickly clog up, these kinds of deeper tones help you to become sensitive 
again in these areas. 

The atmospheric elements in this Dhyana raga are formed by the different ways in 
which the sounds of the Shanti mantra are rendered and sustained and how, 
around them, the lively tones of the surbahar shape emotional touchability. The 
sounds of Anandajay's voice represent a free interpretation of the four dimensions 
that are addressed in the Light of Being meditation. Therefore, just as in your 
meditation, open yourself again and again to the depths you long for, so that the 
sounds can also touch, open and possibly heal that experiential space in you, so 
that you can come to a freer contact with your essence. In this raga, the word 
shanti is used to bring about softening in consciousness, the a-oriented sounds 
help you to meet your inner beloved, the o-oriented sounds help you to incarnate 
and the m-oriented sounds help you to open to the enveloping wholeness of all 
that you are. 

  



 

 

Soul Resonance part 2: 
Ananda raga - Happiness 

 
Free translation and meaning of the mantra 

Sri Ananda Jay Ananda Jay Shanti Om 
 

Oh precious essential joy,  
admitting you fills me with inner peace. 

 
The Ananda raga is a piece of music designed to make you more deeply receptive 
to the blessing value that life as a whole holds. The Sanskrit word Ananda means 
inner happiness and blessing and the word Sri serves to indicate that this value 
deserves respect and carries with it a dignity and a luminous quality.  

Ananda raga 
 
The Ananda raga consists of music based on tanpura in the sound tone C. The 
sounds and overtones of the tanpura symbolize the ever sparkling and flowing life 
in which you are present as a human being and in which now the singing with all 
its movements takes place. You are not always aware of this sparkling background, 
but everything you experience takes place in the embedding of that you are alive. 
It is this embedding, which you also start to feel in yourself again when you allow 
the mantra in a receptive way and allow yourself to be influenced, healed and 
enriched by it, in short when you allow yourself to be blessed by it.  

The sounds of the tanpura are supplemented here and there by sounds of the 
Indian surbahar (bass-sitar). The Indian surbahar produces deep, low tones and is 



 

 

usually used for the more meditative sides of the raga. As with the singing, it is 
best just to let the tones of the surbahar into you without trying to find a particular 
rhythm. Because precisely your deeper emotional dimensions, which also include 
your spiritual feelings, are less often addressed in functional life and therefore 
quickly clog up, these kinds of deeper tones help you to become sensitive again in 
these areas. 

The tones of the regularly recurring crystal singing bowl are meant to completely 
release everything that you are still holding onto at that moment and to open you 
up further again. All this allows you to be carried even further and to open to the 
spacious sounds of Anandajay's voice, which, from the sensitive contact with his 
soul, makes the atmosphere of being and trueness almost touchable. 

  



 

 

Shanti raga 
 

Free translation and meaning of the mantra Shanti Mangalam 
 

From my heart I give peace to creation and life  
in order to contribute in a loving and positive way to that which is so extremely 

valuable. 
 
The Sanskrit word shanti means inner peace and the word mangalam means 
beneficent, spiritual influence. 

Explanation and meaning of the prayer 
 
At the beginning of this raga, carried by the background of tanpura sounds, after 
a special shanti-mantra that is traditionally used to announce a prayer, the 27 
elements of creation are named, where you wish that positive energy to go out, to 
give. The values that are offered and consciously named are: 

1) Bhumi (earth), 
2) Udaka (water), 

3) Agni (fire), 
4) Vayu (wind), 

5) Gagana (firmament), 
6) Surya (sun), 

7) Chandra (moon), 
8) Jagata (world), 
9) Jiva (organism), 



 

 

10) Deha (body), 
11) Mano (mind), 
12) Atma (soul) 

13) Prema (love, affection), 
14) Karuna (compassion, mercy), 

15) Satya (truth), 
16) Jyoti (light), 

17) Citta (consciousness), 
18) Murti (freedom), 

19) Sat (being), 
20) Ananda (bliss), 

21) Moksa (liberation), 
22) Om (wholeness), 

23) Omkaar (all-encompassing perfection), 
24) Shanti (peace), 

25) Sarva (everything), 
26) Sarva (all aspects), 

27) Sarva (all of creation) 
 

This prayer is then again completed with a special shanti chant, which is also used 
three more times at the end of the entire musical piece. 

These 27 mantras of this prayer symbolize the source of all earthly life and tangible 
creation, of which you too are a part. Being part of nature and creation allows you 
to be aware of yourself and its evolutionary nature makes you aware of the 
impermanent nature of your life. Self-awareness and the undeniable truth of your 
impermanence prompt you to search for the deeper values of your existence and 



 

 

lead you to its spiritual richness. This raga is therefore an ode to creation and its 
spiritual richness, from which everything springs. As the sea is the earthly womb 
of evolution, so Shanti, pure peace, is the womb of all creation. This raga expresses 
the desire to let out as much pure peace as possible from your essence into life, so 
that its healing value may give its positive influence to everything.  

Shanti raga 
 
The Shanti raga consists of music based on tanpura in the sound tone C, which 
carries the entire raga with its wave movements as life energy. Its sounds are 
complemented by sounds of the Indian surbahar (bass sitar). The Indian surbahar 
produces deep, low tones and is usually used for the more meditative sides of the 
raga. As with the singing, it is best just to let the tones of the surbahar into you 
without trying to find a particular rhythm. Because precisely your deeper emotional 
dimensions, which include your spiritual feelings, are less often addressed in 
functional life and therefore quickly clog up, these kinds of deeper tones help you 
to become sensitive again in those areas.  

The bells keep reminding you that this raga is about a spiritual and devotional way 
of wishing peace to creation. A creation that you enjoy, that you hold dearly and 
that you are deeply connected to. Because you feel that you are related to creation 
and realize that pure peace is the source of both you and everything, in this raga 
you give space to wishing pure peace as intensely as possible to everything that 
lives and constitutes life. Let this raga give you the opportunity to give, wish and 
contribute pure peace, shanti, to life, to your life and to the development of 
humanity on earth. 



 

 

The value of shanti is sung by Anandajay through various expressions of feeling, 
so that you become increasingly free, natural and pure in contact with the content 
of pure peace within yourself and your soul background in which it resonates. 
Towards the end of the raga, then, from the ever-growing freedom and deeply felt 
desire to give, you allow the repetition of shanti-mangalam to take place within 
you as one great devotion to life. This causes the mantra to bloom within you and 
its meaningful value to come into alignment with your commitment to life. Feel 
how good this giving does you and experience how valuable it is that you no longer 
have to feel powerless for a moment, but can now really contribute something. 
Then let peace return and come through that richness into a fulfilling meditation. 

 

 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

info: 
website: www.lightofbeing.org  

email: contact@lightofbeing.org  
tel: 0032 (0)80 548 638 
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